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Expedition Report by Andrew Stokes-Rees

During the summer of 2010, a series of violent acts against foreigners in north 
Afghanistan led our team to postpone climbing in the Hindu Kush. With flights 
to Dushanbe already booked, we decided instead to explore the Rushan Range 
of the southern Pamir.  Studying satellite images and maps, we narrowed it 
down to an area east of Patkhor Peak that appeared to have many unclimbed 
mountains, heavily glaciated and reaching heights of 5,000-6,000m.  If we 
could establish a well-stocked base camp at the edge of the ice fields, I was 
confident our team would find worthwhile climbing.

In the absence of any established mountaineering logistical expertise or 
information, we knew that securing drivers, porters, supplies, accommodation, 
and a good approach route would be among the key challenges of the 
expedition. By a stroke of luck we were introduced to a Tajik man, Aslisho 
Qurboniev, living in London, who was setting up a community-based enterprise
called Pamir Horse Adventure (a network of tour guides and homestay 
operators based in Khorog). The support we had from Aslisho and his brother 
proved essential to our success in navigating the paperwork, checkpoints, the 
20-hour drive, and the elaborate negotiations to have mules and animal drivers
pack our supplies up to a base camp location

David Gladwin, Matthew Freear, Charlie Masding, Spike Reid, Bridget Rønning, 
Idunn Sem, Andrew Stokes-Rees, John Tomlinson, Samuel Williams, and James
Yip were driven in three 4x4 vehicles from from Dushanbe to Khorog.  We used
the bustling market in Khorog to stock up on food supplies, then loaded all 
equipment for the final drive to Shadzud village, just beyond Vankala village. 
Being an autonomous region, Gorno-Badakhshan has its own visa 
requirements and military border checkpoints. The drive up to Shadzud carves 
a spectacular gateway into these southern ranges of the Pamir.  At the opening
of each side valley, one gets direct views into the glaciers and high peaks of 
the region.  Most notably, we paused at a cluster of homes to look at the 
spectacular northeast face of Huft Peak, which we understand has yet to be 
summited.

The hike up the Shadzud valley took seven hours, with the main obstacles 
being the river crossing shortly before making camp.  The animals were not 
accustomed to such awkward loads and several rocky moraines required 
persistence and redistribution of loads to keep the convoy moving.  The high 
meadow is a comfortable setting for a camp, but it was only by making several
other high camps and bivouacs that we managed to climb so many of the 
peaks in this area.  Base camp was a place for resupply, rest, and to 
reconvene, since the 10 of us were normally split into three or four concurrent 
climbing teams on any given day.

Although there are several mountains in the range with striking granite 
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features, the main attraction lies in the ice faces and couloirs.  In contrast to 
the dry climate and generally loose rocky terrain of the low ground, the 
mountain conditions above 4,500m are mainly snow and ice, which helped us 
to have safe ascents, straightforward descents, comfortable bivouacs, and 
uncomplicated approaches through the glacier valleys. The same can not be 
said of the sub-glacier terrain, which is frustratingly loose and hazardous to 
negotiate.  Needless to say, at time of writing there remains a wonderful array 
of unclimbed peaks, with interesting north face routes and steep granite lines 
to be explored.

As respite from the long snow and ice climbs, we also dabbled in traditional 
rock climbing, making use of a prominent crag in the valley north of base 
camp.  A nearby mountain we referred to as C2 (5,400m) appears to offer high
quality climbs with numerous pillars; with cracks and corner features up to 
400m in length.

Ascents completed were:

 Peak 5,005m - "Hourglass". Directly west of base camp. We named this 
peak after its funnel shaped ice couloir. East face couloir D-, 300m 
snow/ice to 60˚, David Gladwin (solo) September 15, 2010.  Descent by 
down climbing mixed gullies to the north of the summit ridge to gain the 
main glacier.

 Peak 5,354m "Asabek".  East face, D.  After an approach up the glacier 
from base camp we climbed onto the face and made a comfortable 
bivouac on the col with Farihta.  The face begins steep but gradually 
eases to the summit  Descent by easily down-climbing a prominent 
couloir directly southwest of the summit.  September 23, 2010, Spike 
Reid, Sam Williams, Andrew Stokes-Rees.  

 Peak 5,176m - "Miyon". AD, 300m snow and ice up to 50˚, with a short 
rock step to reach the summit pinnacle.  Descent by following the 
elegant corniced snow ridge to the east, which eventually rejoins the 
glacier.  September 19, 2010.  Spike Reid, Matthew Freear, James Yip, 
Andrew Stokes-Rees.

 Peak 5,052m - "Sickle". North face climbed with four pitches of ice and 
mixed up to 70˚, Matthew Freear, Spike Reid, James Yip, Andrew Stokes-
Rees, September 20, 2010.

 Peak 4907m - "Safed" (white mountain). Climbed by the broad glacier of 
the north aspect, AD+, 250m, ice 50˚, September 16, 2010, Bridget 
Rønning, Matthew Freear.  

 Peak 5210m - "Azhdar". Climbed from the north glacier and northwest 
ridge to the summit, descent by the same route, AD, Bridget Rønning , 
Matthew Freear, September 23, 2010.
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 Rock climbing crag (Dandon Crag). Various climbs

Huft Peak, photo James Yip

Dandon Crag, photo Bridget Rønning
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